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In this paper we consider the dynamics of solutions of impulsive differen-
tial equations with fixed time moments of impulsive effects on the basis of
comparison methods and vector Lyapunov functions. We propose suffi-
cient conditions on the following dynamic properties: stability, attractivi-
ty, and some combinations of them.
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1. Introduction

In [1] it has been proposed to study the stability of solutions of impulsive differential
equations on the basis of comparison method and Vector Lyapunov Functions (VLF).
In this paper, we obtain more weak sufficient conditions of stability and extend this
approach onto more wide class of dynamic properties. The main aim of this paper is
to show that on the basis of comparison methods which is rather traditional, now it
is very easy to obtain sufficient conditions of different dynamic properties. In Section
2, we describe mathematical models of analyzed system and comparison system. In
Section 3, we state and prove Wazewski-like result on differential inequalities. For
dynamic properties which definitions are introduced in Section 4, we propose in
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Section 5, new sufficient conditions in terms of VLF. Some illustrative examples are
considered in Section 6.

2. Mathematical Models

Consider an increasing sequence tl, t2,.., of reals tk Rio [0, + cx), k G N 1, 2,...,
such that tk + c when k + c and a function :R x RP--Rq. We denote

(t+ ,z)d--Lllimh0 + (tk + h,z) if the right side limit exists. The function is said
to belong to class pq if

(i) is continuous in (tk 1, ta] x Rp, and
(ii) Vk E N Vz RPu Rq

u lim (tk + h, w).
h-0 +

Let us consider two systems of differential equations with impulsive effects [1]

x’- F(t,x), t- tk,

y’- f(t,y), t # tk,

 (to+

F nn’
t- tk, (2.1)

F mm’
t- tk, (2.1)

where k N, and solutions z z(. ,to, Xo) y y(. ,to, Yo) are to be understood as
left continuous functions with points of discontinuity of the first kind at t tk. More
exactly [1], a function x:(to, to + A)--Rn, to > 0, A > 0, is said to be a solution of
(2.1) if

(i) Z(to+ Zo, /t [to, to + A)(t,z(t)) domF,
(ii) x is continuously differentiable and satisfies the equality

x’(t) F(t,x(t)) for t e [to, to + A), t 5 tk,

(iii) if t tk [to, to + A), then x(t + x(t) + Ik(x(t))
and at such t’s, x(t) is left continuous.

For the system (2.2) its solutions y(t) are to be understood analogously and in
addition, we assume that the function f(t,y) satisfies in the field of its definition, the
Wazewski condition in y [3], i.e., possesses the following property of quasimonotone
nondecreasing:

if /(t,x), (t,x’) domf such that x < z’, /i 1,...,m such that x x
fi(x) < fi(x’) (2.3)
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(vector inequalities are to be understood componentwise).

3. Lemma on Differential Inequality

The systems (2.1), (2.2) are connected by a function v(t,x), v E Ohm
Lipschitzian in x and satisfies the differential inequality

which is locally

D + v(t,x) <_ f(t, v(t,x)), t tk, k N. (3.1)

In addition, we introduce the following requirement:

Vk E N Vx E Xk VY E Yk

<_ v(t + + <

where Xk,Yk are the regions of achievability of the systems (2.1), (2.2) respectively
at the time moment tlc. If the sets Xk are unknown, then we replace in the (3.2) the
set Xk by Rn (analogously, Yk c.an be replaced by Rm).
A solution y(.,to, Yo) of (2.2) is said to be upper solution and is noted by

Y(’, to, Y0) if for any solution (., to, Y0) of (2.2) with the same initial data to, Y0

/t E dorny g dorn Y (’, to, < Y (’, to,

Lemma 3.1: If the systems (2.1), (2.2), and the locally Lipschitzian in x function
v:RloxRn--*Im, v Cnm satisfy the conditions (2.3), (3.1), (3.2), then for all
(t0, x0) E domF, (to, Yo) domf such that v(to, Xo) <_ Yo, there exists an upper
solution of (2.2)y (.,to, Yo) such that for any solutions x-x(.,to, Xo) of (2.1)

Vt E domx n domy v(t,x(t)) <_ (t). (3.3)

Proof: Let the conditions of Lemma 3.1 be satisfied, (to, Xo) domF, (to, Yo)
doraf, v(to) <_ Yo, ti be the minimal of time moments tk, k N, such that to < ti.

Let to it {tk:k N}. Consider (2.2) (only differential equation)on time interval

[t0, ti]. In this case, the existence of the solution and upper solution of the initial
value problem y’- f(t, y), y(to) y(to+ Yo depends only on the function f and we
are now in the position to apply Wazewski theorem [3] and to claim that there exists
a time interval [to, r), r _< ti, on which the upper solution (., to, Y0) exists.

If the [to, r) is maximal interval of existence of the solution y of the system (2.2)
on the whole field of its definition, then y goes to infinity when t---*7"-, and by the
same theorem, we obtain that Lemma 3.1 is valid on an interval [to, 7)V1 domx.

Let the solutions ,x be determined at t also. Then (t/+) is determined and
equal i( (ti))" We can consider the condition (ti+) i(Y (ti)) as the new initial
condition of solutions of the differential equation from (2.2) and by the Wazewski
theorem we can prove that there exists a time interval [ti, 71) 71

_
t + where the

upper solution y(., ti, (t/+ )) exists. On the basis of (3.2)

v(t , <
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(t,.(td )) (t, (t)+ (.(t)) < (9 (t)) 9 (t$).

Therefore, for any solution x(.,ti, x(ti)+Ii(x(ti))) and for all t E domxN[ti,’l)
using the same theorem [3] we obtain the inequality

v(t,x(t))<_(t)

and so on. Repeating this, we finally arrived at the desired inequality for all t E
domx f3 dome.

If for some k N, to -tk, then the initial value problem (to+ )- Y0 for differen-
tial equation from (2.2) and majorizing condition (3.3) are considered as above for
the corresponding problems on interval [ti, t + 1] and the proof is complete.

Remark 3.1: If v(tk+,X)- v(tk, x),Yk e N, e.g., v does not depend on t or is right
continuous in t, and to assume that

(a) the functions Ck are nondecreasing,

() v(t, + ()) (v(t,))

then the condition (3.2) is valid for all x Rn, y Rm.

4. Dynamic Properties

Assume that in the system (2.1), the following dynamic property is studied

Yt0ETCR 2Q%1 VP%

[(spO e % Vxo e M(P, Q, to) Vx x( to, Xo)

to: t domx x(t) P(t)) & (/Xo) Q(to)VX(. to, xo)

t1 >_ to(Vt >_ t1" t dornx) x(t) P(t))] (4.1)

where ypOE% p0_CT0Rn, ie1,2, VP% PCRRhand M-M(P,Q,to)
is some subset of Rn, dependent on p0, Q, t0

I. Assume particularly that M(P,Q, to)-p\Q(to) and consider the
following cases:

(i) When %-single-point set, Q(t)- Q* is fixed, Q* R {x R’:
z_>O},

the property (4.1) means stability or attractivity of solutions. More
exactly, this means the attractivity to the origin of solutions with non-
negative vectors of initial states and stability of other solutions.

(ii) When %20 -{0}, Q(t)- Q* is fixed, then (4.1)is equivalent to Q*%-
attras=tivity.
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II.

(iii) When Q(t)- O, the property (4.1) means %%-stability [4].
(iv) If Q(t)- and %- {P}-singl, %- {P}-singl, then (4.1) defines the

property of practical stability, or more exactly, PP-estimation of
solutions [4].

If in (4.1), i(P,Q, to)- P(to) then under the assumptions of the case

(i), we obtain the definition of the property of asymptotic stability.

5. Comparison Theorem and Corollaries

The system (2.1) and function v E (I)nm are said to be comparison system and com-
parison function respectively for the system (2.1) if the majorizing condition (3.3) is
valid. In the system (2.2) we consider the property (4.1c) which has the same mean-
ing and is described in the same fashion in terms of corresponding sets Tc C_ R,
c c

2R Rm 0 2TOc RTM
0Qc c_ c, %ic c We assume further that TO- Tc.

Theorem 5.1: Let for the system (2.1), there exist comparison system (2.2) and
comparison function v (nm such that the following conditions are valid:

(1) Vto T VQc %c SQ [VP %c spO Vxo M 2Yo Mc
v(to, Xo)_ Yo VXo e Q(to) SYo e Q(to) v(to, xo) Yo];

(2) Yto e T YYo e Rm there exists the upper solution (.,to, Yo) of (2.2) in-
finitely right continuable;

(3) YtoT YP Pc %c yt to x p y Pcv(t,x) y;
t (4.1)(4.1).

Corolly 5.1: (the case (4.1.I.i)). Let in (4.1) M- PQ(to) Q(t)- Q*, the set

* , --*, coon n (4.1) aaoou co
and the following conditions be satisfied for all to T"

V > 0 35 > 0 v(to, Pb\Q* c_ Pc\Q;; (5.1)

v(to, Q*)C_Q; (5.2)

y>O >0 Vt>_to VxRn\P YyPsc v(t,x) f_y.

Assume also that the conditions of Lamina 3.1 are satisfied and in the sense of (2)
upper solutions of (2.2) exist and are infinitely right continuable. (Conditions a).
Then (4.1c)=.(4.1), i.e. (2.1) possesses the property of stability or attractivity (see the
case, I.i above).

Corollary 5.2: (the case (4.1.II)). Let all the assumptions of Corollary 5.1 be
satisfied except that: M- P(to) Q si not fixed (analogously in (4.1c)), and instead

of (5.1), (5.2) the conditions below are valid:

V > 0 3 > 0 v(to, P) C_ P(c; (5.4)

VQ Uc Q (to, Q) c_ Q. (5.5)

Then (4.1c)=(4.1), i.e., asymptotic stability of (2.2) implies the analogous property of
(2.1).
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Corollary 5.3: (4.1.I.ii). Let in (4.1) % O and for all to E T
O the conditions

(5.3), (5.5), (a) be satisfied. Then zJtc z2c-allraclivily of (2.2) implies zJ-altrac-
tivity of (2.1).

Corollary 5.4: (4.1.I.iii). Let in (4.1) % 2lt Jt,*, Q(t) O, M P(to) and for
all t0 T0 the conditions (5.3), (5.4) as well as conditions (a) are satisfied. Then sta-
bility 4 (2.2) implies stability 4 (2.1).
Corolly 5.5: (4.1.I.iv). Let in (4.1) %- {P}-singl, %o_ {pO}_singl, Q(t)- ,

M-P(to). Assume that the conditions (a) are satisfied and for all to T the
following conditions are valid:

v(to, P(to)) C_ Pc(to)

Vt >_ to Vx
_
Rn\P(t) VY e Pc(t) v(t,x) y.

Then PcPc-estimation of (2.2)implies PP-estimation of (2.1).

6. Examples

Let us consider some illustrative examples which have been analyzed in [2] also.
Example 6.1: For the following model

X1 X2

X X1 --"/Xl3,

AXl OZkX1

where Ax xi(t )- xi(tk) i-1,2,
1 4 1 2
Tx2 + x2.

Since + v(x) O, we obtain comparison system

7>0when t s tk

when t tk

(6.1)

let us use the function v(x

(6.2)

where second relationship is derived from majorizing of v(x + Ax).
Condition (3.2) is satisfied if

V(X1 4-OkXl,X2 4c kX2)

_
V(Xl,X2).

This can be satisfied by ck e[- 1, 0], k [-- 1, 0]. Trivial solution of the compari-
son system (6.2) is stable. All other conditions of Corollary 5.4 are satisfied. There-
fore, the trivial solution of the considered system is also stable.

In [2], the example like (6.1) has been analyzed not from the viewpoint of stability,
but asymptotic stability and instability on the basis of some other theorems, which
contain other conditions stated in terms of Lyapunov function (not in terms of com-
parison function and without comparison system).
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Example 6.2: Consider the model

X 2X2 + x2x3- xl,

x2 Xl ZlZ3 z3,

Zg ZlZ2
A dig

when

when

wheretk-kT, kEN, T>0, di>0,i-1,2,3.
Let us use the function v(x)- x21+2x2+x.

D + v(x) 2v(x) and the comparison system
Then we shall obtain

(6.4)

where Ck is subject to find.
Let dmax max{dl,d2, d3}. Then

v(x + Ik(X)) (1 -k- d1)221-4- 2(1 + d2)2x2 + (1 + d3)232

_< (1 + dmax)2X + 2(1 + dmax)2X + (1 + dmax)2X2

(1 + dmax)2V(X);

Ck (1 + dmax)2yk.

Variation of y on T as decreasing is equal to y(tk 1)(1- e- 2T), therefore Ay-
Ck(yk)-Y(tk) has to be equal or less then y(tt_ 1)(1-e -2T) if we want to have
stability of (6.4). Thus,

22 )e 2T(2dmax + dmax)Ay Y(tk)(2dmax + dmax) y(tk 1

<_Y(tk_l)(1--e -2T)

and therefore

dmax < eT- 1.

If this inequality is valid, then the (6.3) is stable. In [2] the example (6.3) has been
considered also from different viewpoint only for asymptotic stability and instability.

For asymptotic stability o f(6.4) and as a consequence of the system (6.3), we re-

quire Ay < Y(tk_ 1)1--e-2T) strictly, i.e., dmax < eT- 1. The last condition coin-
cides with the same result of [2], but it was obtained by a different method (without
comparison system and comparison function).
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7. Conclusion

In this paper we have considered the system of impulsive differential equations (2.1)
and its dynamical properties generalized by the definition (4.1). Under particular
cases of choosing the sets contained in (4.1), it is possible to obtain definitions of such
different classical dynamical properties as stability, attractivity, invariance, etc., as
well as their various combinations like conjunctive property (4.1.II) of asymptotic sta-
bility, disjunctive property (4.1.I.i) stability or attractivity, and so on. We have ob-
tained new sufficient conditions for (4.1), and such its particular cases as stability,
attractivity and some other dynamic properties of impulsive differential equations
(2.1) where time moments of impulsive effects are fixed. These criteria can be more
preferable than known ones [1, 2], since in general, they can be easier to satisfy. For
example, instead of conditions (3.4), (3.5) from [1] we require only (3.2). It is very
east to extend these results on different other dynamic properties. It is more difficult
to analyze the model with unfixed moments of impulses, particularly when these
moments depend on truth of some logical conditions. This logical-dynamic model
will be considered in forth coming papers.
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